


●Before the installation of this product, make sure to read this instruction manual 
carefully and understand all of its directions.

●Please keep this instruction manual even after reading it and refer back to it when 
needed.

English

IMPORTANT

○This product is designed for growing and maintaining aquatic plants and tropical fish in an 
aquarium. Please do not use this product for improper purpose. 
○Read this instruction manual carefully and follow its direction for using this product.
○Do NOT drop, or expose this product to sudden pressure. Be particularly careful when 

setting up to the tank, connecting, and removing the filter hose.
○When disposing the broken glassware, be careful not to cut yourself and dispose it accord-

ing to your local regulation.
○For the cleaning of glassware, do NOT use boiled water as it may cause breakage.
○ADA shall not be responsible for any disease and death of fishes, and condition of plants.
○KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CO2 supply is indispensable for growing aquatic plants in an aquarium. POLLEN GLASS MINI 
is a CO2 diffuser for a small size aquarium. You can keep beautiful scenery of the small tank 
because the product can attach without suction cup. This product is suitable thickness 5mm of 
Cube Garden.

○Install the product according to the illustration. Adjust the 
desired position and length of the Silicone Tube. When 
installing POLLEN GLASS MINI, make sure to connect the 
check valve (included in optional PARTS SET) 
○When connecting POLLEN GLASS MINI with a silicone 

tube, always hold at the place close to the connection point. 
(Holding the place apart from the connection point puts 
pressure on the glass and may cause it to break.)
○In order to check the amount of CO2 supply, the use of 

CO2 BUBBLE COUNTER is recommended.
○Slowly open the CO2 flow and adjust according to the 

desired flow rate, by checking the number of bubbles with 
bubble counter.

●Safety Instruction ※Please read carefully

1. Special Feature of POLLEN GLASS MINI

○This product cannot work properly if algae appear on the white filter of POLLEN GLASS MINI. 
Please clean the white filter as following step, using SUPERGE when it gets dirty. The filter of 
glass diffuser such as POLLEN GLASS MINI cannot be replaced.  
○Put a cup of SUPERGE into 1 liter of water and make cleaning liquid in a container such as 

CLEAN BOTTLE, and soak the POLLEN GLASS MINI after removing silicone tube. Thirty 
minutes to a few hours of soaking should be enough for cleaning. (Please refer to the instruc-
tion manual of SUPERGE.) 
○Take the glass appliance out from the cleaning liquid and rinse away by water, as the cleaning 

solution is harmful for living organisms.
○Wash your hands well with running water. 

3. Maintenance

○POLLEN GLASS (CO2) is only for the distribution of CO2. The usage of this glass unit for 
aeration will put pressure on the diffusing filter and could result in breakage. 
○Use only the flexible silicone tube for connecting with other glass products. Pressure-resistant 

tubes cannot be used.
○Do not supply CO2 when the aquarium light is turned off. Fish, aquatic plants and bacteria 

could experience oxygen deficiency.
○Either flow valve or CABOCHON RUBY should be used in order to prevent water from enter-

ing the regulator and/or solenoid valve.
○ KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN

4. Caution

2. Installing POLLEN GLASS MINI
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